
ME   GAMES   SPECTACULAR,   OCTOBER   21,   2017 
    WAIVER   AND   RELEASE   OF   LIABILITY,   PROMISE   NOT   TO   SUE,   ASSUMPTION   OF   RISK   AND 

AGREEMENT   TO   PAY   CLAIMS 
  
In   consideration   for   being   allowed   to   participate   in   ME   Games   Spectacular   (“ME   Games”),   on   behalf   of   myself 
and   my   next   of   kin   (including   the   Participant   identified   below),   heirs,   and   personal   representatives   or   assigns,   I   do 
hereby   release,   waive,   discharge,   and   covenant   not   to   sue   the   Madera   Elementary   Foundation,   its   employees, 
officers,   directors,   volunteers   and   agents   (collectively   “MEF”)   from   or   for   any   and   all   claims   or   liability   including 
the   negligence   of   MEF,   resulting   in   any   personal   injury,   accidents   or   illnesses   (including   paralysis   and   death), 
damages,   property   loss,   economic   or   emotional   loss   arising   from,   but   not   limited   to,   participation   in   the   ME 
Games. 
 
Assumption   of   Risks:    Participation   in   the   ME   Games   carries   with   it   certain   inherent   risks   that   cannot   be 
eliminated   regardless   of   the   care   taken   to   avoid   injuries.   The   specific   risks   vary   from   one   activity   to 
another,   but   the   risks   range   from   1)   minor   injuries   such   as   scratches,   bruises,   and   sprains   2)   major 
injuries   such   as   eye   injury   or   loss   of   sight,   joint   or   back   injuries,   heart   attacks,   and   concussions   to   3) 
catastrophic   injuries   including   paralysis   and   death.   I   understand   that   injuries   may   arise   from   my   own   or   other’s 
actions,   inaction,   or   negligence   or   the   condition   of   ME   Games   location.   Nonetheless,   I   assume   all   related   risks, 
both   known   or   unknown   to   me,   of   my   participation   in   the   ME   Games. 
 
I   have   read   the   previous   paragraphs   and   I   know,   understand,   and   appreciate   these   and   other   risks   that   are   inherent 
in   the   ME   Games.   I   hereby   assert   that   my   (and   the   Participant’s)   participation   is   voluntary   and   that   I/we 
knowingly   assume   all   such   risks. 
 
I   agree   to   indemnify   and   hold   MEF   harmless   from   any   and   all   claims,   claims,   actions,   suits,   procedures,   costs, 
expenses,   damages   and   liabilities,   including   attorney’s   fees   brought   as   a   result   of   my   (or   the   Participant’s) 
involvement   or   participation   in   the   ME   Games   and   to   reimburse   MEF   for   any   such   expenses   incurred.   If   I   (or   the 
Participant)   need   medical   treatment,   I   agree   to   be   financially   responsible   for   any   costs   incurred   as   a   result   of   such 
treatment.   I   am   aware   and   understand   that   I   should   carry   my   own   health   insurance. 
 
I   am   the   parent   or   legal   guardian   of   the   minor   identified   below   (the   “Participant”).   I   understand   the   legal 
consequences   of   signing   this   document,   including   (a)   releasing   the   MEF   from   all   liability   on   my   and   the 
Participant’s   behalf,   (b)   promising   not   to   sue   on   my   and   the   Participant’s   behalf,   (c)   and   assuming   all   risks   of   the 
Participant’s   participation   in   the   ME   Games.   I   allow   Participant   to   participate   in   the   ME   Games.   I   understand   that 
I   am   responsible   for   the   obligations   and   acts   of   Participant   as   described   in   this   document.  
  
I   have   read   this   document,   and   I   am   signing   it   freely   and   voluntarily,      and   intend   by   my   signature   to   be   executing, 
and   be   bound   by,   a   complete   and   unconditional   release   of   all   liability   to   the   greatest   extent   allowed   by   law.   No 
other   representations   concerning   the   legal   effect   of   this   document   have   been   made   to   me. 
   
_______________________________________________               __________________________________________ 
Signature   of   Minor   Participant’s   Parent/Guardian            DATE                  Name   of   Minor   Participant’s   Parent/Guardian   (print) 
  
Minor   Participant’s   Name   (print):   _____________________________ 


